
WRITING A THESIS IN LATEX

Abstract This article provides useful tools to write a thesis with LATEX. It analyzes the typical problems that arise while
writing a thesis with LaTeX and suggests.

I learned a lot from this. Coding gives you much more flexibility than pushing several buttons on a user
interface. Remember, the document can only be generated from the main file thesis. Why did I use LaTeX?
This reminds me of the reason why I switched from third party software for data visualisation, to using
ggplot2. As for licensing: The content which is created by you does not need to be licensed at all, or can be
licensed under another license than the LPPL -- I licensed my thesis under the MIT license, for example.
Otherwise, LaTeX provides a few basic command for the creation of a title page. Please proof me wrong.
Furthermore, when an entry was incorrect e. There were still be many frustrating moments. For example, in
my thesis, each chapter starts with a large right-justified number followed by the title of the chapter. For
example, I decided to start with the TU Delft template as it already looks pretty neat. LaTeX makes it easy to
switch the order of chapters At a certain point, we decided to switch the order of my chapters. Writing a thesis
in LaTeX 8. For different affiliations use the authblk package, see here for some examples. Each of them has
their own style of correcting my drafts. You almost never need to read all of it, and as you get more acquainted
with La TeX in general, you'll also get better at finding the important bits which matter for your particular use
case. Some of their finer points which might be of interest, and differences to the article class, can be found in
this post. Obtaining good results is a matter of choosing tens of packages and patches, which can generate
confusing results if you do not know what is going on. Here are the reasons why I was finally convinced to use
LaTeX: LaTeX is light Opening and editing your document is really fast as it contains plain text only. As long
as you stick to default packages from your distribution, you should be fine. Google Docs I really like Google
Docs. In general, I would recommend not overdoing it with the packages. These things are added only when
you decide to convert your raw. However, I was afraid that the complex structure of a PhD thesis, including
decent positioning of figures and automatical labelling of 6 chapters, would be too much for Google Docs. I
gave them several options: Create a free Overleaf account and track changes in the online editor Print a hard
copy per chapter and mark comments by hand Convert your LaTeX document to. There are great communities
that probably have answered your question, such as the LaTeX Stack Exchange. Find a way to share with your
supervisor s I have four! Personally, I use draft a lot. I like its simple and clear style. Happy TeXing! If you
use packages or templates from other sources, make sure to check the licensing though. The book or report
class are potentially more sensible starting points. How does the bibliography need to be formatted? It worked
great, but it might be a bit much for a beginner. If you really want to use it to its potential and if you don't, you
probably don't need it, and the default classes make more sense , studying at least some parts of the manual is
probably required. Finding the right way to phrase your extreme interesting findings can be a troublesome and
daunting task.


